
CONSCIOUS 
CONSUMERISM
Customers these days are a passionate bunch: they're passionate about the products they buy and passionate 
about the brands they buy from. And with two out of every three shoppers now considered to be a 'belief-
driven buyer', companies would be wise to take notice, as ignoring the reasons behind conscious consumerism 
could damage sales and reputations. However, with a large numbers of customers still ranking price as 
the single biggest factor in their purchase decisions, retailers are being pressured to be more ethical and 
sustainable in their practices...for the same amount of money

THE RISE OF BELIEF-DRIVEN BUYERS
Whether consumers would choose, switch, avoid or boycott a brand based on its stand on societal issues

+13pts 64%
of shopper are now said to 
be belief-driven buyers
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Depending on the 
issue and the brand, 
they will change 
their buying behavior 
based on the brand’s 
stand

Rarely buy on belief 
or punish brands for 
taking a stand

34%

36%

Have strongly held, 
passionate beliefs. 
The brands they buy 
are one important 
way they express 
those beliefs

30%

2018

MOST ATTRACTIVE QUALITIES IN A BRAND
Percentage of consumers who said the following attracts them to buy from certain brands over others, beyond price and quality; based on a survey of nearly 30,000 consumers worldwide

Great culture – it does what it says it will do and delivers on its promises

Transparency with issues such where it sources materials

Treats its employees well

Believes in reducing plastics and improving the environment

Ethical values and authenticity in everything it does

Passion about the products/services it sells

Stands for something bigger than just products/services

Stands for societal and cultural issues they believe in

Supports and acts upon causes we have in common

Connects me to others like me and gives me a sense of community

Takes a political stance on issues close to my heart
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YOUNGER CONSUMERS WILLING TO PAY MORE 
Percentage of different generations willing to pay at least 20 per cent 
more for ethical products

BELIEF-DRIVEN BUYING BY COUNTRY
Percentage of consumers who would choose, switch, avoid or boycott 
a brand based on its stand on societal issues

34%
Generation Z

32%
Generation Y

17%
Generation X

5%
Baby boomers

EY 2018

68%
of consumers rate ethical 
behaviour as important 
when shopping, but only...

53%
say they are willing to 
pay more for an ethically 
sourced product

77%
cite price as the biggest 
single factor affecting their 
shopping behaviour, ahead 
of quality and functionality

EY 2018Edelmen 2018

India

68%

China

78%

Brazil

69%

France

65%

Japan

60%

United
States

59%

UK

57%

Germany

54%

ETHICAL PLEDGES BY RETAIL BRANDS
Commitments to sustainable and ethical causes in recent years

Will use 100 per 
cent recycled or 

sustainably sourced 
materials by 2030, 

up from 35 per  
cent in 2017

Will stop using 
single-use straws  
by 2020; plans to 
develop 100 per 

cent recyclable and 
disposable cups 

Targeting zero 
emissions for home 

delivery globally  
by 2025

Offering free 
recycling of its  
toys and games

Will stop burning 
unsaleable stock; 

historically it 
destroyed unsold 

clothes, accessories 
and perfume “to 

protect its brand”

Launched its first 
shampoo bottle 

made of 25 per cent 
recycled plastic in 
2018; will be rolled 
out to 500 million 
bottles per year.

Launched a new 
collection of apparel 
and footwear made  
from recycled ocean 

plastic

Known for its cruelty-
free ethos, the brand 
is currently working 
with a biotechnology 
company to create 

vegan silk


